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(54) Ingress stage module for a packet switching fabric for multicasting a video stream in a network

(57) Ingress stage module (1) for a packet switching
fabric (SF) for broadcasting an original video program
(OP) to groups of users over at least one dedicated path
(a-f) in a network, comprising means for receiving pack-
ets of the program (OP), means for extracting a label for
each of them and means for storing them, further com-
prising means for sending to a switching module (5), for
each of the packets, the label and the local address
wherein it is stored, so that they will be forwarded to
egress ports (3a, 3b, 3d, 3e) according to said labels, the
program (OP) comprising at least one avail wherein a

secondary video program (sp1-sp4) can be inserted, the
module (1) comprising a receiver with means for moni-
toring the program (OP) to detect the occurrence of said
avail, and means for sending to a control processor a
signal upon such a detection, so that said processor re-
trieves and transmits packets of a program (sp1-sp4) to
the module (1), the module (1) further storing them and
sending to the switching module (5) a label for each of
them, so that they will be forwarded to said egress ports
according to said secondary labels to be inserted in said
avail.
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Description

[0001] The invention relates to an ingress stage mod-
ule for a packet switching fabric for broadcasting an orig-
inal video program to groups of users over at least one
dedicated path in a network, such as a packet switching
fabric comprising such an ingress stage module.
[0002] Video over broadband packet networks is be-
coming a very popular service that is declined into many
variants, such as broadcast television services, Video on
demand (VoD) services, or Over-The-Top (OTT) televi-
sion services.
[0003] Such services globally run according to a com-
mon process, which is described hereinafter. A head end
element first receives a video content, for example a vid-
eo program, which is to be broadcasted, for example from
a satellite. Thus, the head end element prepares the
transmission of the video program across a network by
encoding said video program, for example according to
a Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) standard, and
by encapsulating said encoded program into packets to
be emitted into the network.
[0004] The network can be notably implemented by
the IP (Internet Protocol) protocol, the MPLS (Multi Pro-
tocol Label Switching) protocol, or the Ethernet protocol.
Moreover, the video program can be broadcasted point
to point, i.e. sent to a single destination, or multicast, i.e.
sent to several destinations that are spread all over the
network.
[0005] The role of the broadband network is to carry
the encoded video program from the head-end element
to the users. To do so, the packets of the encoded video
program can be transmitted on a stream along a multicast
tree comprising several paths, which allows an efficient
use of the networks resources, notably the bandwidth.
In particular, a broadcast television service requires a
scalable multicast network for an efficient distribution of
television channels, because of a very numerous audi-
ence of viewers. Indeed, a unicast network would not be
appropriate for an audience of millions of viewers, be-
cause no infrastructure can send thousands of independ-
ent streams from the same source in parallel. The mul-
ticast tree is limited to a minimum subset of paths that
are necessary to convey the video program to the users
that have requested it. In particular, the multicast tree
comprises several multicast points that are dispatched
over the network, at least one set-top-box of a user being
connected to each of end points of the multicast tree for
decoding the video stream before providing it to a termi-
nal, such as a television set, of said user.
[0006] For allowing the switch between video pro-
grams, there are several methods. In particular, the Dig-
ital Program Insertion (DPI) process can be considered
as a specific utilisation of video program switching and
will be described in further details hereinafter.
[0007] In the DPI process, at least one secondary video
program is inserted punctually in an original video pro-
gram during the broadcast of said original video program.

To do so, the original video program comprises dedicated
periods, called avails, wherein a secondary video pro-
gram can be inserted. In particular, an avail starts in the
original video program with a splice-in point and ends
with a splice-out point, which are each signalled in the
original video program by a dedicated cue shortly after
their occurring, and the DPI process relies on the detec-
tion of said cues.
[0008] To perform a DPI process, the network com-
prises a splicer element that comprises means for mon-
itoring continuously the original video program to detect
the cues of an avail, such as means for inserting a sec-
ondary video program instead of said avail when such a
cue appears.
[0009] In particular, the secondary video program is
stored in a server. When the splicer element detects in
the original video program a cue corresponding to the
beginning of an avail, said splicer element sends a re-
quest to the server for retrieving the secondary video
program. In a same way, when the splicer element de-
tects in the original video program a cue corresponding
to the ending of the avail, said splicer element sends a
request to the server for stopping the retrieval of the sec-
ondary video program.
[0010] There exist several standards for implementing
the DPI process, notably for managing the interoperabil-
ity between the server(s), the splicer elements(s) and the
head end elements, or for defining the cue messages
and the Application Programming Interfaces (API) for im-
plementing said interoperability. In particular, the Society
of Cable Telecommunications Engineers (SCTE) asso-
ciation has provided several articles about the DPI proc-
ess, such as the article entitled "Digital Program Insertion
Cueing Message for Cable" (ANSI/SCTE 35 2001
"DVS253"), that concerns splicing of MPEG streams for
Digital Program Insertion, and the article entitled "Digital
Program Insertion Splicing API" (ANSI/SCTE 30 2001
"DVS380" ), that concerns the standardized methods for
communication between servers and splicer elements
for the insertion of video content into any MPEG video
stream.
[0011] Many applications can be envisaged for the DPI
process, as for example an insertion of spot advertise-
ment video programs of different lengths, a program sub-
stitution, or an insertion of public service announcement
video programs.
[0012] In particular, the DPI process can be advanta-
geously implemented for inserting addressable adver-
tisement video programs, i.e. advertisements that targets
specific groups of users, into an original video program.
For instance, the DPI process could enable IPTV (Inter-
net Protocol Television) operators to insert locally-gen-
erated commercial or short programs into remotely dis-
tributed video programs before delivering them to users,
which could generate significant revenues. To do so, sev-
eral variants of this general advertisement insertion proc-
ess can be envisaged.
[0013] For example, advertisers can implement a the-
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matic targeting DPI process by buying advertisement
space on television channels that cater the group of users
they want to reach. Thus, an advertiser working for a golf
ball manufacturer would be interested in buying airtime
of a television channel that is dedicated to golf sport.
[0014] Besides, advertisers can implement a geo-
graphic addressable DPI process in the closest network
element to the users, so that they can target a group of
users with a more homogeneous profile in terms of way
of life and expenditures.
[0015] Moreover, advertisers can also implement a
home addressable DPI process by delivering different
commercial advertisement video programs to different
households that watch the same original video program,
so as to deliver said advertisement programs to each
user that has the greatest chance of making a positive
economic difference. To do so, multiple household pro-
files can be proposed to advertisers within the same orig-
inal video program. Thus, for example, a first advertiser
can buy a space in a video program to insert video ad-
vertisement programs targeting young couples expecting
a child, whereas another advertiser can buy another
space in the same video program to insert video adver-
tisement programs targeting dog owners.
[0016] In the known implementations of DPI process-
es, the splicing function is always implemented by at least
one dedicated server (or splicer element) in the network.
In particular, the network can comprise a centralized
splicer element or several distributed splicer elements.
[0017] In the first solution, the original video programs
that are to be submitted to a digital program insertion are
de-routed from the normal data path to the dedicated
splicer server. This splicer server comprising means for
monitoring the occurrence of avails in the original video
programs, means for sending requests to the server(s)
containing secondary video programs so as to retrieve
packets of said secondary video programs, and means
for inserting said secondary video programs instead of
said avails in said original video programs.
[0018] However, this solution encounters a certain
number of shortcomings. As the DPI process is imple-
mented to broadcast advertisement video programs, the
most relevant possible target must be reached, either by
a geographic addressability approach, or by a home ad-
dressability approach.
[0019] By implementing a single splicer server in the
network, toward which the original video program is re-
directed and from which n different video streams, which
comprise said original program with different inserted
secondary programs, are emitted for n different audienc-
es, the video programs are distributed over a tree which
is really different from the normal distribution tree gener-
ally employed for broadcast television programs. In par-
ticular, the total length of this tree is increasing, which
implies important bandwidth consumption and important
cost. Thus, this solution would be sufficient for a single
targeted audience, but would be difficult to implement for
an important number of different audiences, especially

in the case when said number is close to the total number
of users subscribing to the original video program.
[0020] In the second solution, several splicer elements
are implemented in the normal data path of the network,
notably at the network nodes wherein at least one down-
stream leg leads to a user group to be targeted by a
secondary video program. In particular, a same second-
ary video program can be inserted in the original video
program at several network nodes of the normal multicast
tree.
[0021] This solution allows decreasing drastically the
bandwidth consumption. In particular, although dedicat-
ed bandwidth consumption is necessary to convey sec-
ondary video programs deep in the network, this is a quite
minor drawback, since a secondary program lasts only
a few minutes, so that the allocated bandwidth is used
only on a relative short period of time.
[0022] Nevertheless, this solution requires a significant
number of splicer elements to be really efficient. Indeed,
the more splicer elements are implemented in the net-
work, the lowest bandwidth consumption will be. Thus,
network operators may invest in a great deal of splicer
elements, ultimately at each multicast point of the distri-
bution tree, to guarantee a great Quality of Service (QoS)
for their splicing service, notably in terms of granularity.
[0023] Moreover, the cost of splicer elements is signif-
icant, as they use dedicated high performance technol-
ogies, such as high speed network interfaces, memory,
processors and packaging.
[0024] Besides, this second solution is relatively com-
plex, as each splicer element requires a dedicated man-
agement. In particular, if the splicer element is a network
element, it must support the full features of the FCAPS
(Fault Configuration Accounting Performance and Secu-
rity) network management standard. Moreover, if the
splicer element is embedded in a network element, for
example on a specific board, the existing management
capabilities of the network element can be leveraged to
apply to said element, but there is still a noticeable com-
plexity.
[0025] This solution also requires a complex connec-
tion management, as the video traffic must be de-routed
from the normal data path to a splicer element for apply-
ing a DPI process, and thus be reoriented back to said
normal path. This operation is difficult to implement with
a standard path control protocol, such as the Resource
Reservation Protocol (RSVP) or the Label Distribution
Protocol (LDP). To simplify connection management, the
normal data path can be provisioned from a centralized
manager element that uses a management protocol,
such as the Simple Network Management Protocol
(SNMP), but this option lacks of flexibility.
[0026] The invention aims to improve the prior art by
removing the need for splicer elements. In particular, the
invention proposes to perform a DPI process directly in
the normal data path by embedding the DPI function into
the switching fabric of the network nodes, instead of using
dedicated equipment for such performance.
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[0027] For that purpose, and according to a first aspect,
the invention related to an ingress stage module for a
packet switching fabric for broadcasting an original video
program to groups of users over at least one dedicated
path in a network, said ingress stage module comprising
means for receiving packets of said original video pro-
gram, means for extracting a label for each of said pack-
ets and means for storing said packets into a packet buff-
er, said ingress stage module further comprising means
for sending to a switching module of said fabric, for each
of the packets, the label of said packet and the local ad-
dress in the packet buffer wherein said packet is stored,
so that said packets will be forwarded to the ports of an
egress stage module for broadcasting according to said
labels, the original video program comprising at least one
avail wherein a secondary video program can be insert-
ed, said ingress stage module further comprising a re-
ceiver that comprises means for monitoring said original
video program so as to detect the occurrence of said
avail, and means for sending to a control processor a
dedicated signal upon such a detection, so that said con-
trol processor retrieves and transmits packets of a sec-
ondary program to said ingress stage module, said in-
gress stage module further storing said secondary pack-
ets in the packet buffer and sending to the switching mod-
ule a label for each of said secondary packets, so that
the secondary packets will be forwarded to the egress
ports according to said secondary labels to be inserted
in said avail.
[0028] According to a second aspect, the invention re-
lates to a packet switching fabric for broadcasting an orig-
inal video program to groups of users over at least one
dedicated path in a network, said fabric comprising:

- an ingress stage module comprising means for re-
ceiving packets of said original program, such as
means for extracting a label for each of said packets
and means for storing said packets into a packet
buffer;

- an egress stage module comprising several egress
ports to which packets of the original video program
stored in the packet buffer should be forwarded for
broadcasting according to said labels;

- a switching module comprising means for receiving
from said ingress stage module, for each of the pack-
ets, the label of said packet and the local address in
the packet buffer wherein said packet is stored, such
as means for determining the egress ports on which
said packet must be forwarded according to said la-
bel;

- a traffic management module comprising means for
forwarding packets to the egress ports according to
said determination;

the original video program comprising at least one avail
wherein a secondary video program can be inserted, the
ingress stage module further comprising a receiver that
comprises means for monitoring said original video pro-

gram so as to detect the occurrence of said avail, and
means for sending to a control processor a dedicated
signal upon such a detection, so that said control proc-
essor retrieves and transmits packets of a secondary pro-
gram to said ingress stage module, said ingress stage
module further storing said secondary packets in the
packet buffer and sending to the switching module a label
for each of said secondary packets, so that the secondary
packets will be forwarded to the egress ports according
to said secondary labels to be inserted in said avail.
[0029] Other aspects and advantages of the invention
will become apparent in the following description made
with reference to the appended figures, wherein:

- figure 1a represents the overall operation of a packet
switching fabric according to the invention and figure
1 b summarizes said operation into a table;

- figure 2 represents two network switching fabrics of
the invention that implement cooperatively a DPI
process;

- figure 3 represents schematically the architecture of
a network switching fabric according to the invention;

- figures 4a and 4b represent the step of forwarding
packets of video programs performed by the switch-
ing module of a network switching fabric of the in-
vention, respectively wherein only an original video
program (figure 4a) and wherein an original video
program and several secondary video programs (fig-
ure 4b) are to be forwarded.

[0030] In relation to those figures, a packet switching
fabric SF for broadcasting an original video program to
groups of users over at least one dedicated path in a
network is described below.
[0031] Such a packet switching fabric can notably be
met in a network node, wherein the broadcasting of video
programs generally takes place between several groups
of users. In particular, at a network node, the broadcast-
ing notably takes the form of a point-multipoint path, so
that a video program incoming at said node is multicast
on several downstream legs of said node.
[0032] Nevertheless, the packet switching fabric can
also be employed in a point-to-point path scheme, nota-
bly for implementing a DPI process into the broadcasting
architecture of an operator that provides a VoD (Video
on Demand) service.
[0033] In a known manner, the packet switching fabric
SF comprises, as represented on figure 3, an ingress
stage module 1 comprising means for receiving packets
of the original video program, such as means for extract-
ing a label for each of said packets and means for storing
said packets into a local packet buffer 2 implemented in
the network node. The label allows the identification of
the connection established within the packet switching
fabric SF for the original program, so that all the packets
of said connection have the same label value. This label
can be notably an ingress local connection identifier that
is defined during the establishment of the above defined
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connection, or a global identifier, such as an Ethernet
MAC (Media Access Control) address.
[0034] Moreover, the packet switching fabric SF com-
prises an egress stage module 3 comprising several
egress ports to which packets of the original video pro-
gram stored in the packet buffer 2 should be forwarded
for broadcasting according to their labels.
[0035] In relation to figure 3, the packet switching fabric
SF comprises a transport plane 4, said plane comprising
the ingress stage module 1, the packet buffer 2 wherein
the packets are stored by said ingress stage module and
the egress stage module 3.
[0036] To do the multicasting, the packet switching fab-
ric SF comprises a switching module 5 that comprises
means for receiving from the ingress stage module 1, for
each of the packets, the label of said packet and the local
address in the packet buffer 2 wherein the packet is
stored, such as means for determining the egress ports
of the egress stage module 3 on which the packets must
be forwarded according to said labels. In relation to figure
3, the packet switching fabric SF comprises a forwarding
control plane 6 wherein the switching module 5 is imple-
mented.
[0037] In particular, the forwarding control plane 6 can
be a L2F (for Level 2 Forwarding) control plane. Such a
model of control plane can be notably used by the ATM
(Asynchronous Transfer Mode) standard, the MPLS
(Multi Protocol Label Switching) standard, or by Ethernet
bridges. For example, when the packet switching fabric
SF is an MPLS Label Switch Router (LSR), a packet is
received by the ingress stage module 1 on a Label Switch
Path (LSP) and the switching module 5 uses a label con-
tained into said packet for switching said packet and for
forwarding said packet with a new label to the next seg-
ment of said LSP path.
[0038] In the case of a L2F control plane, the multicast
of packets is managed by means of a forwarding table,
as for example a Forwarding Information Base (FIB) ta-
ble, that is indexed by the labels of the packets, said
labels being predetermined during a setup phase of con-
nection by provisioning or signalling.
[0039] To do so, in relation to figure 4a, the switching
module 5 comprises means for implementing a table T
with rows R corresponding to video programs and col-
umns C corresponding to the egress ports 3a, 3b, 3d, 3e
to which packets should be forwarded, each egress port
3a, 3b, 3d, 3e being assigned to a downstream leg a, b,
d, e of the packet switching fabric, the cells of a row R
comprising new egress labels eia, eib, eid, eie to be as-
signed to packets of the concerned video program.
[0040] As represented, upon the receipt of the label of
an incoming packet, the means for determining of the
switching module 5 interacts with the means for imple-
menting the table T of said switching module to determine
the egress ports 3a, 3b, 3d, 3e on which said packet must
be forwarded and to assign a corresponding new egress
label eia, eib, eid, eie to said packet, and thus according
to the ingress label of said packet, i.e. the identification

of the connection established by the video program to
which said packet belongs with the ingress stage module
1.
[0041] Besides, the packet switching fabric SF com-
prises a traffic management module 7 comprising means
for forwarding packets to the egress ports 3a, 3b, 3d, 3e
of the egress stage module 3 according to the determi-
nation made by the switching module 5. In particular, the
traffic management module 7 comprises several FiFo (for
First in First out) queues that are each associated to an
egress port 3a, 3b, 3d, 3e, such as means for allowing
the forwarding of a packet, notably while taking into ac-
count the traffic congestion.
[0042] Once the determination of egress ports 3a, 3b,
3d, 3e has been made, the switching module 5 transmits
to the traffic management module 7, for each of the pack-
ets to be forwarded, the new egress label eia, eib, eid, eie
of said packet and the local address in the packet buffer
2 wherein said packet is stored, so that said traffic man-
agement module allocates said new egress label and
said address to the FiFo queues that are linked with the
concerned egress ports 3a, 3b, 3d, 3e. Moreover, each
FiFo queue comprises means for storing the local ad-
dress and the new egress label eia, eib, eid, eie assigned
to a packet, waiting that the allowing means of the traffic
management module 7 emits a transmission allowance
of said packet to its linked egress port 3a, 3b, 3d, 3e.
[0043] In the scheme of a DPI process, the original
video program comprises at least one avail wherein a
secondary video program can be inserted. To do so, the
packet switching fabric SF implements means for doing
such an insertion, said means being described hereinaf-
ter.
[0044] Figures 1 represent a typical scenario of Digital
Program Insertion, wherein the packet switching fabric
SF multicasts an original video program OP on streams
on six different legs a, b, c, d, e, f of the multicast tree,
and four different secondary video programs sp1, sp2,
sp3, sp4 are to be inserted in the avails of the original
video program OP.
[0045] For example, the four providers of respectively
secondary programs sp1, sp2, sp3, sp4 are interested in
different groups of users that watch the original program
OP and that are reachable by downstream legs a, b, c,
d, e, f of the packet switching fabric SF. Thus, each sec-
ondary provider signs a bilateral agreement with the pro-
vider of the original program OP to insert its respective
secondary programs sp1, sp2, sp3, sp4 in the avails of
the original program OP for multicasting said secondary
program with said original program on at least a leg a, b,
c, d, e, f leading to its targeted group of users.
[0046] More precisely, as the group of users reachable
by leg a interests none of the secondary program provid-
ers, only the original stream OP is multicast on said leg
a. On the contrary, the provider of the secondary program
sp1 is interested in groups of users reachable by legs b,
c, so that the secondary program sp1 is inserted to be
multicast with said original program OP on both legs b,
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c. In the same way, the respective providers of secondary
programs sp2, sp3, sp4 are interested in the groups of
users reachable respectively by legs d, e, f, so that the
secondary programs sp2, sp3, sp4 are inserted to be
multicast with the original program OP respectively on
said legs d, e, f.
[0047] Figure 2 represents another type of scenario of
Digital Program Insertion, wherein two consecutive pack-
et switching fabrics SFi, SFk in the multicast tree perform
cascaded video program multicast. Original video pro-
gram OP incomes at a first packet switching fabric SFi
from which three groups m, n, r of legs start, and two
secondary programs sp1, sp2 are to be inserted on said
packet switching fabric SFi according to bilateral agree-
ments between the different video program providers.
Thus, the secondary programs sp1, sp2 are inserted and
multicast with the original program OP respectively on
groups of legs n, m, whereas said original program is
multicast alone on the last group of legs r.
[0048] Moreover, the provider of the secondary pro-
gram sp1 is also interested in a group of users that is
reachable by a group of legs o, said group of legs starting
from the packet switching fabric SFk that directly follows
the packet switching SFi in the multicast tree. Thus, at
least one leg of the group n wherein the secondary pro-
gram sp1 is inserted and multicast with the original pro-
gram OP incomes at the packet switching fabric SFk, so
that said fabric multicasts the programs OP, sp1 on the
desired group of legs o without making any further pro-
gram insertion.
[0049] Besides, providers of respectively secondary
programs sp3, sp4 are interested in groups of users that
are reachable by group of legs p, q starting from the pack-
et switching fabric SFk. Thus, the packet switching fabric
SFk multicast on the groups of legs p, q a video stream
of the original program OP wherein the inserted second-
ary program sp1 has been overwritten and replaced in
the avail by respectively the secondary programs sp3,
sp4.
[0050] For inserting secondary programs sp1, sp2,
sp3, sp4, the ingress stage module 1 comprises a receiv-
er that comprises means for monitoring the original video
program OP so as to detect the occurrence of an avail
in said original video program.
[0051] In particular, the avail starts in the original video
program OP with a splice-in point and ends with a splice-
out point, the means of detection of the receiver being
adapted to detect the occurrence of said splice-in point
and splice-out point, so as to detect a fortiori the occur-
rence of said avail.
[0052] The receiver also comprises means for sending
to a control processor a dedicated signal upon detection
of an avail, so that said control processor retrieves and
transmits packets of a secondary video program sp1,
sp2, sp3, sp4 to the ingress stage module 1. In particular,
the receiver comprises means for emitting a splice-in sig-
nal - respectively a splice-out signal - upon detection of
a splice-in point - respectively a splice-out point -, the

control processor being adapted to begin - respectively
to stop - the retrieval and transmission of a secondary
video program to the ingress stage module upon the re-
ceipt of said splice-in signal - respectively said splice-out
signal.
[0053] The control processor can be implemented lo-
cally in a packet switching fabric SF, or it can be imple-
mented remotely in the network to be shared between
several switching fabrics.
[0054] In particular, the control processor is adapted
to send, upon the receipt of a signal from the receiver, a
request for a secondary video program to at least one
dedicated server, so that said server sends packets of
such a secondary video program. More precisely, the
control processor is adapted to send to the server a re-
quest for beginning - respectively stopping - the sending
of packets of the secondary video program upon the re-
ceipt from the ingress stage module 1 of a splice-in signal
- respectively a splice-out signal.
[0055] The communication between the control proc-
essor and such video program providing servers can be
implemented notably according to protocols defined by
the Society of Cable Telecommunications Engineers
(SCTE), and allows overcoming the constraints of loca-
tion for said servers, which can thus be located anywhere
in the network.
[0056] As the control processor retrieves and transmits
the packets of a secondary video program, a dedicated
connection is established between said secondary pro-
gram and the ingress stage module 1. The dedicated
means of the ingress stage module 1 store said packets
into the packet buffer 2, extract, for each of said packets,
a secondary label identifying said connection and sends
said labels to the switching module 5, as they usually do
for an original video program. Thus, these secondary
packets will be forwarded to the egress ports 3a, 3b, 3d,
3e according to their secondary labels to be inserted into
the avail.
[0057] In a known manner, the control processor is
adapted to act locally on the packet switching fabric SF
for controlling and managing the various planes 4, 6 and
modules 1, 2, 3, 5, 7 of said fabric. In particular, the control
processor is adapted to act on the L2F control plane 6
for updating the availability of an egress port 3a, 3b, 3d,
3e of the egress stage module 3, for example by com-
pleting in the table T of the switching module 5 the cells
of the column C corresponding to said egress port with
new egress labels for the packets to be forwarded to said
port, or by clearing in said table T all the cells of said
column, so that no packets will be forwarded to said port
anymore.
[0058] In a same way, as a new video program is in-
coming on the ingress stage module 1, the control proc-
essor is adapted to update the table T of the switching
module 5 by adding a row dedicated to said video pro-
gram and indexed by the labels of the packets of said
program that have been extracted by said ingress stage
module.
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[0059] In this context, the control processor is also
adapted to act on the L2F control plane 6 for performing
the insertion of a secondary video program into the orig-
inal video program.
[0060] To do so, the control processor comprises
means for updating in the table T of the switching module
5 the row R of an original video program wherein a sec-
ondary video program is inserted, so that the packets of
said secondary video program will be forwarded to the
egress ports 3a, 3b, 3d, 3e of the egress stage module
3 instead of the packets of the original video program
that correspond to the detected avail of said original video
program.
[0061] In relation to figure 4b, the table T of the switch-
ing module 5 comprises a row ROP for the original video
program OP, such as rows Rsp1, Rsp2 for respectively
two secondary video programs sp1, sp2 that are to be
inserted in the original video program OP for being mul-
ticast with said original video program on different legs
a, b, d, e of the multicast tree, said legs being provided
through a dedicated egress port 3a, 3b, 3d, 3e of the
egress stage module 3.
[0062] As represented on figure 4a, the row ROP ini-
tially comprises new egress labels eia, eib, eid, eie for its
packets to be forwarded respectively to egress ports 3a,
3b, 3d, 3e. Referring now to figure 4b, as secondary video
programs sp1, sp2 are received by the ingress stage
module 1 (not represented), the means for updating of
the processor are adapted to clear, in the row ROP cor-
responding to the original video program OP, the cells
comprising the new egress labels eib, eid, eie of the pack-
ets of said original program that correspond to the de-
tected avail.
[0063] In parallel, the means for updating of the control
processor are adapted to complete, in the rows Rsp1,
Rsp2 corresponding to the secondary video programs
sp1, sp2, the cells belonging to the same columns that
the cleared cells with the new egress labels ei1b, ei2d,
ei1e of the packets of said secondary video programs.
Thus, the packets of the secondary video programs sp1,
sp2 will be forwarded to the egress ports 3b, 3d, 3e in-
stead of the packets of the original video program OP
that correspond to the avail.
[0064] Moreover, when the ingress stage module 1 de-
tects a splice-out point in the original video program OP
and emits a signal to the control processor for stopping
the insertion of a secondary video program sp1, sp2, the
means for updating of said control processor also clear
all the cells in the row Rsp1, Rsp2 of said secondary pro-
gram and completes in parallel, in the row ROP of the
original video program OP, the cells with new egress la-
bels of the packets of the said original program, so as to
restart the broadcast of said original program.
[0065] Thus, the invention allows providing important
flexibility to the implementation of the DPI process. In-
deed, as the DPI process can be considered as a partic-
ular case of program switching, any switch encountered
along a multicast tree, especially a network node, is po-

tentially a splicer, so that the network operator can deploy
easily as many splicers as he desires at the locations he
desires, notably by basing on a planification study that
takes into account the traffic forecast, the cost of network
resources and other parameters.
[0066] Such flexibility is notably possible thanks to the
simple technical implementation of DPI according to the
invention. Indeed, the invention proposes only to modify
the ingress stage module 1 of a known packet switching
fabric model SF to extend the normal behaviour of said
packet switching with a DPI feature. In particular, the
modification can consists in a leveraging of the assets
that already exist in the packet switching fabric SF and
which are directly reusable for the DPI feature. Among
them, there are storage capacity of packets in transit,
immediate access to all connections, and QoS (Quality
of Service) atomic elements such as classification,
scheduling, police and shaping.
[0067] Moreover, as the DPI process becomes a fea-
ture that is implemented on the packet switching fabric
SF, for example of a network node, such process can
thus benefit from the control and management infrastruc-
ture of said network node. Besides, the DPI process does
not bring any constraint on the establishment of the dis-
tribution tree, as said tree can be setup or modified by
using the current control protocols and thus becoming
instantly available for implemented DPI process.
[0068] The description and drawings merely illustrate
the principles of the invention. It will thus be appreciated
that those skilled in the art will be able to devise various
arrangements that, although not explicitly described or
shown herein, embody the principles of the invention and
are included within its spirit and scope. Furthermore, all
examples recited herein are principally intended ex-
pressly to be only for pedagogical purposes to assist the
reader in understanding the principles of the invention
and the concepts contributed by the inventor(s) to fur-
thering the art, and are to be construed as being without
limitation to such specifically recited examples and con-
ditions. Moreover, all statements herein reciting princi-
ples, aspects, and embodiments of the invention, as well
as specific examples thereof, are intended to encompass
equivalents thereof.

Claims

1. Ingress stage module (1) for a packet switching fab-
ric (SF) for broadcasting an original video program
(OP) to groups of users over at least one dedicated
path (a, b, c, d, e, f) in a network, said ingress stage
module comprising means for receiving packets of
said original video program, means for extracting a
label for each of said packets and means for storing
said packets into a packet buffer (2), said ingress
stage module further comprising means for sending
to a switching module (5) of said fabric, for each of
the packets, the label of said packet and the local
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address in the packet buffer (2) wherein said packet
is stored, so that said packets will be forwarded to
the ports (3a, 3b, 3d, 3e) of an egress stage module
(3) for broadcasting according to said labels, the in-
gress stage module (1) being characterized in that
the original video program (OP) comprises at least
one avail wherein a secondary video program (sp1,
sp2, sp3, sp4) can be inserted, said ingress stage
module further comprising a receiver that comprises
means for monitoring said original video program so
as to detect the occurrence of said avail, and means
for sending to a control processor a dedicated signal
upon such a detection, so that said control processor
retrieves and transmits packets of a secondary pro-
gram (sp1, sp2, sp3, sp4) to said ingress stage mod-
ule, said ingress stage module further storing said
secondary packets in the packet buffer (2) and send-
ing to the switching module (5) a label for each of
said secondary packets, so that the secondary pack-
ets will be forwarded to the egress ports (3a, 3b, 3d,
3e) according to said secondary labels to be inserted
in said avail.

2. Ingress stage module (1) according to claim 1, char-
acterized in that the avail starts in the original video
program (OP) with a splice-in point and ends with a
splice-out point, the receiver comprising means for
emitting a splice-in signal - respectively a splice-out
signal - upon detection of said splice-in point - re-
spectively said splice-out point -, the control proces-
sor being adapted to begin - respectively to stop -
the retrieval and transmission of the secondary video
program (sp1, sp2, sp3, sp4) upon the receipt of said
splice-in signal - respectively said splice-out signal.

3. Packet switching fabric (SF) for broadcasting an orig-
inal video program (OP) to groups of users over at
least one dedicated path (a, b, c, d, e, f) in a network,
said fabric comprising:

- an ingress stage module (1) comprising means
for receiving packets of said original program,
such as means for extracting a label for each of
said packets and means for storing said packets
into a packet buffer (2);
- an egress stage module (3) comprising several
egress ports (3a, 3b, 3d, 3e) to which packets
of the original video program (OP) stored in the
packet buffer (2) should be forwarded for broad-
casting according to said labels;
- a switching module (5) comprising means for
receiving from said ingress stage module, for
each of the packets, the label of said packet and
the local address in the packet buffer (2) wherein
said packet is stored, such as means for deter-
mining the egress ports (3a, 3b, 3d, 3e) on which
said packet must be forwarded according to said
label;

- a traffic management module (7) comprising
means for forwarding packets to the egress
ports (3a, 3b, 3d, 3e) according to said determi-
nation;

the packet switching fabric (SF) being character-
ized in that the original video program (OP) com-
prises at least one avail wherein a secondary video
program (sp1, sp2, sp3, sp4) can be inserted, the
ingress stage module (1) further comprising a receiv-
er that comprises means for monitoring said original
video program so as to detect the occurrence of said
avail, and means for sending to a control processor
a dedicated signal upon such a detection, so that
said control processor retrieves and transmits pack-
ets of a secondary program (sp1, sp2, sp3, sp4) to
said ingress stage module, said ingress stage mod-
ule further storing said secondary packets in the
packet buffer (2) and sending to the switching mod-
ule (5) a label for each of said secondary packets,
so that the secondary packets will be forwarded to
the egress ports (3a, 3b, 3d, 3e) according to said
secondary labels to be inserted in said avail.

4. Packet switching fabric (SF) according to claim 3,
characterized in that the switching module (5) com-
prises means for implementing a table (T) with rows
(R, ROP, Rsp1, Rsp2) corresponding to video pro-
grams (OP, sp1, sp2, sp3, sp4) and columns (C)
corresponding to the egress ports (3a, 3b, 3d, 3e),
the cells of a row (R, ROP, Rsp1, Rsp2) comprising
new egress labels (eia, eib, eid, eie, ei1b, ei2d, ei1e) to
be assigned to packets of the concerned video pro-
gram (OP, sp1, sp2, sp3, sp4).

5. Packet switching fabric (SF) according to claim 4,
characterized in that the control processor com-
prises means for updating the row (ROP) of an orig-
inal video program (OP) wherein a secondary video
program (sp1, sp2, sp3, sp4) is inserted, so that the
packets of said secondary program will be forwarded
to egress ports (3b, 3d, 3e) instead of the packets
of the original program (OP) corresponding to the
avail.

6. Packet switching fabric (SF) according to claim 5,
characterized in that the means for updating of the
control processor are adapted to clear, in the row
(ROP) corresponding to the original video program
(OP), the cells comprising the new egress labels (eib,
eid, eie) of the packets of said original program cor-
responding to the avail, said means further being
adapted to complete, in the row (Rsp1, Rsp2) corre-
sponding to the secondary video program (sp1, sp2),
the cells belonging to the same columns (C) that said
cleared cells with the new egress labels (ei1b, ei2d,
ei1e) of packets of the secondary video program sp1,
sp2).
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7. Packet switching fabric (SF) according to any of
claims 3 to 6, characterized in that the control proc-
essor is adapted to send, upon the receipt of a signal
from the receiver, a request for a secondary video
program (sp1, sp2, sp3, sp4) to at least one dedicat-
ed server, so that said server sends packets of such
a secondary video program (sp1, sp2, sp3, sp4).

8. Packet switching fabric (SF) according to any of
claims 3 to 7, characterized in that the avail starts
with a splice-in point and ends with a splice-out point
in the original video program (OP), the receiver com-
prising means for emitting a splice-in signal - respec-
tively a splice-out signal - upon detection of said
splice-in point - respectively said splice-out point -,
the control processor being adapted to begin - re-
spectively to stop - the retrieval and transmission of
the secondary video program (sp1, sp2, sp3, sp4)
upon the receipt of said splice-in signal - respectively
said splice-out signal.

9. Packet switching fabric (SF) according to claims 7
and 8, characterized in that the control processor
is adapted to send to the server a request for begin-
ning - respectively stopping - the sending of packets
of the secondary video program (sp1, sp2, sp3, sp4)
upon the receipt of the splice-in signal - respectively
the splice-out signal.
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